
JOB INTERVIEW

LET'S DIG IN

Your Anxiety
Guide



SOME interview
Nerves = Good

LOTS of Interview
Nerves = Bad



Good vs. Bad

Some nerves are good

for an interview. They

keep you sharp and on

top of the interview

process

Bad is when you are

too nervous and feel

overwhelmed. Feeling

insecure and lots of

self-doubt. This is not

good for performance



Prep but don't obsess. Sure! Prep for

the position or role in a healthy

manner, but do not obsess about it.

When you obsess about it, you are

over working the mind and you will

bring on panic and anxiety.

What Can I Do About It?
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Help!!!

Practice to give up your fear of unknown.

The more you drown yourself in this fear

the worst you will do in the interview.

Accept that you can not know or control

everything!



DO YOUR BEST and then....chill! 

You want to control every single thing

in the future and how this all turns

out. Sorry to break that bubble for you

today, but you just can't! 

Sometimes some things are not part

of your path and journey. You have to

be open to that and trust that.
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Make the mirror your bestfriend! 

Go in front of the mirror the night

before and the day of your interview

and say: "I am good enough!", "I am

worthy" "I will do my best and I

surrender to what is meant to be for

me" "I am going to trust my path"
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But it's also hard
to be the
interviewer.
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Believe in yourself! You have got

this! There is a reason they called

you for an interview. Be confident.

Be yourself and be proud of who

you are. Smile and have fun. Life is

really not that serious!

Use Google! Search for the most

difficult questions asked during an

interview and read about them so

when they come up in your

interview you don't look like you

are about to faint! You are

prepared for those random

interview questions.



I help
professionals
end anxiety
permanently.

Bibinaz Onsori


